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Abstract 
Marketing strategies  applied in the cultural manifestation business practice greatly affect the success of a manifestation, 
even it is the case of traditional manifestation. The purpose of this paper is to research the marketing strategies applied  in 
Dubrovnik Summer Festival, as traditional cultural manifestation old  65 years. For the purposes of this paper, a research 
was conducted among a sample of 200  participants who are local inhabitans  of  Dubrovnik and who were attenting the 
programm of Dubrovnik Summer Festival. Although the approach to marketing of Dubrovnik Summer Festival is handled 
with great attention, the results of this research signify a need for the continuous expansion of marketing activities, as well 
as for the implementation of new marketing strategies.  
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1. Introduction 
   Organizations that maintain a market concept are better able to understand the customers preferences and 
have more conditions to be successful and competitive. The organizations have to continuously improve the 
marketing strategies through significant changes of all marketing mix elements ( usually in service based on  
7P marketing mix that is product, distribution, price, promotion, process, people and physical evidence) 
Lovelock and Wirtz, 2007.  If we analyse the marketing concept from the organizational competitiveness point 
of view  it has to be said that the marketing concept is a result of different factors such as expertise, beliefs and 
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values  and entails both behavioural and cultural component  Neill, Pathak & Reddy, 2009. 
    Dubrovnik Summer Festival is cultural manifestation founded in 1950, so we can state that have character of 
traditional cultural manifestation. Shakespeare,  Goldoni, the Greek tragedians, Molière, Corneille and Goethe 
became yardsticks of the traditionalist nature of the festival www. dubrovnik-festival.hr, accessed 15.04. 2013.  
The goal of this paper is to show the significance and some specific features of Dubrovnik Summer Festival 
and the marketing which  until now have been applied, such as to give some propositions and recommendation  
which should be done with the goal of improving performing art process. 
For the purpose of this paper we have stated basic hypotheses: 
H1. Although there is significant effort on creating adequate  marketing strategy and ensure the necessary level 
of product quality in Dubrovnik Summer Festival as traditional manifestation, there is a need for improving 
marketing strategies with new and innovative ones.  
For the purposes of this paper,  research was conducted among a sample of 200  participants who are local 
residents of  Dubrovnik and who have visited the programme of  Dubrovnik Summer Festival.  
2. Dubrovnik Summer Festival  as  traditional Cultural Manifestation 
   It has been considered that manifestations have the key role in creation of town image  in the relatively short 
period Getz, 1991. When we mention Dubrovnik Summer Festival we have to say that the idea of harmonizing 
the renaissance and baroque atmosphere of Dubrovnik and the living spirit of drama and music, is actually 
derived from the intellectual way of life of the city itself and its living creative tradition. Marin Drzic, Nikola 
Naljeskovic, Ivan Gundulic or  Ivo Vojnovic are word known names who  became a mainstay of the Dubrovnik 
Summer Festival in the fields of  drama programme.  At the same time Dubrovnik Summer Festival is faced 
with the problems connected with the commercialization of Dubrovnik Old Town space what has a great 
influence on  reduced possibility of making optimal ambience choice, especially when we take into account 
drama programme and comedies. For example in the past very attractive  renaissance comedies  have often 
taken  place in the city squares  Gundulic, Bunic and Drzic Squere or  Goethe's Iphigenia, staged in Gradac 
Park. This locations are very rarely used today. 
Festival music programme was initially conceptualized as presentation of the best composers, soloists and 
orchestras from the country, but by the end of the fifties it had already grown into a real review of top solo 
artists and ensembles from all around the world. The high standard of music performance in Dubrovnik was 
complemented by functional use of the attractive and acoustic buildings, particularly the Rector's Palace 
Atrium. We would like to point out that the music programme  has been performed and all around the Old City 
in the past. The music performances today mostly take place in Rector’s Palace.  When big orchestras are 
concerned, in addition to regular appearances of the Zagreb Philharmonic, we can mention Czech Philharmonic, 
philharmonic orchestras from London, Vienna, Dresden, Berlin, Moscow, Warsaw. Among piano soloists 
taking part were Svyatoslav Richter, Vladimir Ashkenazy, Nikita Magaloff, Van Cliburn, Martha Argerich, 
Rudolf Firkusny, Alexis Weissenberg, Aldo Ciccolini, Claudio Arrau, Mihail Pletnov and Ivo Pogorelic, flutist 
James Galway, violinists Henry Szeryng, Leonid Kogan, Isaac Stern, David Oistrakh, Viktor Tretiakov, Zlatko 
Balokovic and Uto Ughi, as well as cellists Rostropovich, Navarra, Janigro and Tortellier. Great singers like 
Nicolai Gedda and Monserrat Caballe have also performed at the festival, as well as star performers like Duke 
Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie and Ravi Shankar. In 1964,  the first festival opera production Monteverdi's “The 
Coronation of Poppea” ,was put on in front of the Rector's Palace. However the best way of getting Dubrovnik 
and the opera together was found in 1971, and chamber operas, mostly comic, have been staged in the atrium of 
the Rector's Palace since. Ballet and dance have also been welcome guests at the Dubrovnik Summer Festival, 
which was confirmed by the series of famous names and groups presenting their projects www. dubrovnik-
festival.hr, accessed 15.04.2013. 
As Neill, Pathak & Reddy, 2009 cite a market orientation is positively related to organizational 
competitiveness. Dubrovnik Summer Festival is taking place in the main season. We have found to explore the 
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attitudes of local residents towards quality and marketing activities which have been applied in DSF business 
practice until now interesting. The results of the empirical research refer to the attitudes of local residents 
towards Dubrovnik Summer Festival are shown in the next part of the paper. People heightens tension is 
centred on how traditional culture is deployed, especially where it is linked to critical livelihoods  Forsyth, 
2012. 
3. Results of the empirical research carried out in Dubrovnik 
3.1.Research methodology 
    For the purpose of this paper we have carried out primary research by the method of  interview including  13 
questions.  The survey was conducted personally and has included the sample of 200 residents in the area of 
Dubrovnik who have visited Dubrovnik Summer Festival. The first group of questions was about the socio-
economic characteristics of the local residents who have visited Dubrovnik Summer festival. 
The second group of questions related to their attitudes towards marketing and program quality. 
 
4.2. Results of  the research and discussion 
 
    According to the results of the research  8% of respondents were till 20 years old,  35%  were between 21-30 
, 16 %  from 31-40 years, 12 % between  41-50, 15%  were between  51-60 year  old and 14%  were older than  
60 years. Most of the respondents were women (63%) and   the 37% were man. The results show that  38%  of 
respondents have  secondary education,  while 26% have university degree, 29% have master degree and 2% 
have doctoral degree.  Only 5% of the respondents had only primary school degree.  If we analyse the data 
refering to working status it is visible that they are mostly employed (71%), retired one (7%), do not work 
(4%), study(18%) The largest number of local residents have visited DSF for four times and more (74%), 10% 
have visited DSF for three times, 4% once and 12% twice.  
    The results of empirical research shows that 76% of respondents have visited “Opening ceremony”, 61% 
have seen drama, 42% music performances, 35% additional program, 23% folklore, 8% opera, 19 % dance. 
Only 6% of the respondents use the services of Web shop. 
   We have also asked respondents to grade the importance of the services which have been mentioned 
previously. The opening ceremony is important for 87% of respondents, additional program for 66% of them, 
opera for 63%, music performances for 91%, dance for 80% of respondents, drama and comedy for 89% of 
them, folklore for 81%. So, we can conclude that respondents are aware that these services have huge 
importance for their own cultural development and for Dubrovnik as the cultural destination, too. The highest 
level of importance they give to the music performances, drama and comedy. At the same time we also would 
like to point out that there are different opinions, too. One significant part of respondents do not consider that 
additional program, opera and dance are important, so they find them neither unimportant, nor important. It can 
be interesting field for some other future research. 
    The results of the research show that 75% of the respondents is satisfied with opening ceremony, but 25% is 
neither satisfied nor dissatisfied with opening ceremony. At the same time 68% of them is satisfied with 
additional program, but the significant number of 25% is also neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied with additional 
program. The satisfaction with opera show only 49% of respondents while 38 % of them is neither satisfied, 
nor dissatisfied. With music performances satisfied are 78% of respondents and 18% is neither satisfied, nor 
dissatisfied. The satisfaction with dance cite 63% of local residents, while 23% of them is neither satisfied, nor 
dissatisfied. When we analyse data upon drama and comedy it is visible that 66% of respondents is satisfied 
with drama and comedy, 21% of them is neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied and 13% is dissatisfied with drama 
and comedy. The satisfaction with folklore cite 64% of respondents, 33% of them is neither satisfied, nor 
dissatisfied. 
    The most important elements in creating loyalty and customer thrust is additional staff included in the 
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Dubrovnik Summer Festival organization (87% responses),  quality of performances and keeping promises 
(97% responses), availability of services what  includes location and duration (93% responses), communication 
with clients (95 % responses), credibility (96% responses), safety (91% responses), program diversification 
(97% responses), ambience (82% responses).  
   The mostly used communication channel are: internet (55%), friends and relatives (47%), advertising 
billboards (43%), advertising in mass medias (34%), promotional sheet (37%).If we analyze the level of 
satisfaction with the promotional activities it is visible that 45% of respondents consider they are  satisfied, 
although only 15 % consider they are completely satisfied. The significant number of 38% is neither satisfied, 
nor dissatisfied and 17% is not satisfied.  
   The most of them consider the price of the ticket is high (46%) or too high (18%), while 31% consider the 
price is somehow acceptable. Only small part of respondents (5%) finds the price of the ticket completely 
acceptable. At the same time the most of them (73%) consider there is a partial value for money, 21 % cite the 
price is adequate in the correlation with the services quality and 6% consider the price is not in the harmony 
with service quality.  The local residents consider the customer relationship partially good (59%), very good 
(35%) and bad (6%). It is visible that marketing personal take significant effort to improve the CRM, but it is 
necessary to improve the marketing strategies in the field of CRM. The largest number of local residents have 
intention to revisit DSF next year (91%), what has to be the motivation signal for marketing personnel and DSF 
managers in their effort for improvement of business practice excellence.  
 
4. Conclusion 
    Although the approach to marketing of Dubrovnik Summer Festival is handled with great attention, the 
results of this research signify a declining level of quality in some areas of Dubrovnik Summer Festival 
Programme and need for the continuous expansion of marketing activities and  implementation of new 
marketing strategies. The customers are able to learn about culture and festivals specific features using 
interactive multimedia Darmawar, 2004, so we suggest DSF managers to include more such kind of 
promotional activities in their  future business practice, although some efforts already have been done.  Very 
important factor is to make artists performances available for larger number of local residents, such as to have  
repeat visitors which are not sensitive to price Alegre & Juaneda, 2006. There  is  still large space and necessity 
for creating price policy modification. The company has to include the strengthening of CRM. Although the 
research which has been done  by Obradovic and Medo, 2009  show  satisfactory level of these activities, we 
have noticed that local residents consider that DSF management has to put more attention on strategies which 
refer to customer relationship management. Modern marketing practice demands  right market segmentation 
and evaluation of segments  Hiransomboon, 2012, p. 281. ; Chang, 2006. Customer retention is widely 
acknowledged being a favorable strategy  Oppermann, 1999, but we have to have in mind that customer 
satisfaction can be correlated with the retention, but not always.  
   DSF has implemented in its  business practice Quality Managing System Standard ISO 9001 , which is based 
on continuous improvement of processes Lasic, 2013. That means applying rational, scientific approach in 
creating and realizing the services. This is directly connected with improving the level of product quality and 
creating new marketing strategies. At the same time the processes are based on some level of tolerance, what is 
very important because of the festival nature. The changes in the processes can be connected with different 
strategies such as specialization, but also diversification increases complexity influencing creation of new 
services and products.  The financial support and sponsorship have to be considered not as expenses but as like 
promotional measure and the “tool” for better image creation. The manifestation usually encroaches in different 
fields such as space, infrastructure, environment, health etc. which are connected with the political and public 
environment – local, regional, national. The influence of political environment can cause bad vertical and (or) 
horizontal activity coordination.  The Dubrovnik Summer Festival is one of the most important cultural 
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manifestations in Croatia, so the managers should pay huge attention on service quality, excluding all other 
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